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Abstract. With technology changing at fast rates, learning has transformed a lot. Technology has been incorporated into education, to enable better learning and teaching. Every kind of information is now available just a click away. Education is not limited to just simple YouTube lectures. Interactive apps, quizzes, discussions, software have now enhanced learning and expanded the field to include topics like e-learning, s-learning, u-learning, m-learning. This work reviews the work done in these fields to highlight how education sector has evolved from basic e-learning to smart campuses and s-learning. This will enable educators, policy makers, students and researchers to gain insight into the latest trends in this sector. The paper also categorizes the various techniques to create some categories and find out the advantages and research gaps in this field.
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1 Introduction

The world is moving towards making everything ‘smart’, be it phones, devices, vehicles, cities, campuses. Smart campus is a subset of the smart cities initiative attempting to equip universities, colleges and educational institutes with ubiquitous and smart technology. The Cambridge dictionary defines a smart machine as one that uses computers to make it work, in order to make it act in an independent way. The approaches used for smart campus are categorized as technology driven, organization development based and smart city concept adoption [1]

These smart campuses generate large amounts of data in the form of sensor data, activity, software etc. This can be utilized to gain insights into the working of campuses and find patterns. In the field of education particularly this data can be extremely valuable. Starting from e-learning we moved on to m-learning and now s-learning an i-learning.

Now we are moving towards intelligent learning in the smart campuses. Just the simple incorporation of technology on the campus does not make it smart or intelligent. The technology has to actually aid in making things better. The intelligent campus upgrades the smart era to an intelligent era. The i-campus is not just smart but also intelligent, which has the faculty of thinking, reasoning and understanding, with the capability of not only making adjustments but also learning and adapting in response to the changing circumstances.

The concept of i-campus was initially introduced by MIT in the MIT-Microsoft Alliance program. Its aim was to revolutionize the practice of higher education [2].
In the education sector learning analytics and educational data mining are two fields which have contributed a lot towards improved learning. Learning analytics aims to improve and optimize learning by collection and analysis of data about learners, learning experiences, and learning programs. LA aims at understanding the whole system and focuses on leveraging human judgment. It informs and empowers students and instructors. It focuses on analysis, sentiment analysis, influence analysis, discourse analysis, learner success prediction, concept analysis and sense-making models [3].

Educational Data Mining (EDM)[4] is an emerging interdisciplinary research area that deals with the usage of methods to explore data originating in an educational context. It studies educational data generated by students and instructors using statistical, machine-learning and data-mining methods. It helps in optimization of learning processes.

This paper presents a thorough review of the work done in the field of s-learning and i-learning in smart campus. The introduction is followed by the section on research method. The third section presents a thorough literature review followed by results and conclusion.

2 Research Method

2.1 Need for review

Exhaustive reviews are requires for recognizing shortcomings and gaps in existing methods. This section presents the work done in this field previously. Classification of the studies based on their titles is the initial purpose. It takes into consideration many primary and secondary studies in this field.

2.2 Sources of information

In order to carry out the review quality databases were searched. The short listing was done as per the guidelines settle upon in advance, concerning the aim of this paper. The papers were selected from the databases of ACM, IEEE, Springer and Elsevier.

2.3 Literature search strategy

The keywords <smart education>, <intelligent learning> and <educational data mining> were used. The search was further refined with the keywords <Computer Science> and <learning analytics>. Irrelevant papers from other fields and disciplines were removed and the results summarized. Only papers from the last 5 years were considered i.e. from the year 2014 to 2018.

The papers were ordered on the basis of relevance. After refining the search for the specified duration the titles were considered for narrowing down the papers. Then abstracts were studied to further filter out papers and select relevant ones.
2.4 Study selection

The year of paper publication was the first criteria used to reduce the sample set. Then based on keywords papers were selected. The titles were used to further narrow down the selection. Then the abstracts of the papers were analyzed to choose the final set of papers.

2.5 Data extraction

Kitchenham[5] guidelines were consulted for data gathering and extraction. The quality of the papers was the prime benchmark used for final paper selection. For the study 43 papers were selected.

2.6 Research questions

The purpose of this review is to study the various methods and techniques employed for improving education in any university, college or educational institute using technology. To summarize the various ways in which education is being improved utilizing machine learning, IoT, s-learning and so on. The study aims to summarize the advantages, shortcomings and research scope of these techniques to help the researchers in this field. The following research questions were formulated
RQ1. What are the various ways being employed in computer science and engineering to improve education?
RQ2. What are the advantages offered by these methods?
RQ3. What are the research gaps in this field?

3. Literature Review

This literature review includes the summary of 43 papers and focuses on their techniques used and shortcomings or research gaps. The papers utilized a wide array of methods and thus have been grouped according to some criteria. The criteria for grouping are based on the technique applied by the authors in their papers previously. Based on techniques we have improving
education by the use of LMS, using Machine learning techniques, using game based methods, using mobile-learning, using activity tracking and IoT devices, and using social media.

3.1 LMS and e learning

To aid the process of learning and teaching software aids have been widely used. e-Learning has existed for a long time and is a basic ways to enhance education by using technology. LMS or learning management systems is the umbrella term covering all these techniques. E-learning involves not just the use of LMS but also various forms of online learning mechanisms. The instructor and learner can interact through the use of Information and Communication Technologies(ICT). Learning management systems (LMS) are software applications used for the administration, documentation, tracking, reporting and delivery of educational courses, training programs, or learning and development programs. Moodle [6], Blackboard [7] and Shakai [8] are some of the most widely used LMS. Several research papers have utilized the data generated from these LMS and used it by applying data mining and machine learning techniques to obtain patterns and make predictions regarding the performance of students etc.

A paper used the logs of the LMS like BlackBoard for finding the rate of student involvement in the learning module. Association, clustering and precision were the techniques used. [9] Seventeen blended courses were analysed with 4,989 students in an institution using Moodle LMS. The student performance was predicted from LMS using its logs. Regression was used for this[10]. JRIP , J48 and Bayesian Network classification techniques used to predict the student’s performance by analyzing their behavior from the Moodle LMS.[11] Tracked the progress of students and predicted Students’ Weekly Achievement During a Circuits and Electronics MOOC. Regression was applied for this [12].

With the wide availability of internet and most people being online all the time be it students or educators social media, YouTube, and other online activities provide a very good method to study the behavior of students. Insights can be obtained about how students behave online, access course materials, discuss educational topics online or on social media. Applications have been developed which utilize this activity information to build recommendation systems, reminders, motivation to students to spend more time studying.

3.2 M learning

M-learning, is an educational system which stands for mobile learning. With the advent of smart phones and internet everyone has access to android and i-OS based phones. Using these mobile devices, it’s very easy to have a continuous access to the learning resources in the form of apps, e-books, YouTube and other such sources. But studies show that tracking activities through smart phones is limited. Earlier work has been done using SMS to improve learning [12]. But the research in these is still emerging. This field has a lot of potential. Mobile Learning (m-learning) technique which utilised Short Message Service (SMS) to increase student participation in the course. It showed that students who received mobile messaging showed better performance than the other students. Records of Moodle provided the data [13]. Social network analysis techniques were used to provide a framework to support educational
decision making in mobile learning. A task-interaction framework was provided supporting educational decision-making in mobile learning.[14]

The technology and demand feasibility of mobile learning platform was analysed in this paper. An Android based hybrid architecture was proposed for intelligent mobile learning platform. Also the prototype of mobile learning front-end platform was given[15]. This paper uses mobile applications eg rain classrooms and UMUs, to develop intelligent teaching content, build an intelligent teaching platform, and building a flipped classroom-style intelligent teaching model [16]. The paper studied the technology and demand feasibility of mobile learning platform. It designed an android based hybrid architecture mode for intelligent mobile learning platform. A prototype of mobile learning front-end platform was also designed. [17]

3.3 Game based

Student Proficiency Inferred from Game data (SPRING) modeled game playing behavior in educational games. Logs of students playing educational mini-games provided the data on which Hidden Markov Models applied. regression model applied to it to predict the score[18]. This paper created a game based on an interactive storybook encouraging learners to create their own unique stories and thus improve learning.[19]

3.4 ML methods

Multi layer perceptron was used to predict a student’s performance [20]. Student's personal information like family expenditures, family background etc are used for applying Learning analytics, discriminative and generative classification models. SVM, Regression Tree, Naïve Bayes Classifier are the techniques applied. These are used to predict whether a student will be able to complete his degree or not[21]. This paper used online learning material to predict academic success of student. Machine learning methods applied to find relation between extent of material usage and course outcomes. The techniques of support vector classifiers and support vector regressors were sued for this. The time spent with each paragraph of the online learning material was recorded to make predictions[22]

Another work utilized SVM(Linear), SVM(RBF),Logistic Regression to perform classification. facial expressions, head pose and eye gaze were used to gather the the engagement or attention level of the students. [23] A paper used clustering for under-graduate students data. students were grouped according to their final marks they achieved in the course. [24] Another applied k means clustering to text documents, images and videos to support e-learning.

The input for clustering algorithm was the frequency of the common unique words. It was used to predict student behavior. using student motivated engagement profiles [25] . Used multi-regression models personalized to each student. Features related to student's past performance were considered including engagement and course characteristics. [26]

An Architecture called WAVE was proposed for Predicting Dropout in Undergraduate Courses using EDM techniques to predict and to identify students at dropout risk. student identification (id), course id, year and semester of admission,CGPA, number of credits were some of the attributes considered. Naïve Bayes (NB), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),Support Vector Machine and RBF kernel (SVM2) and Decision Table (DT) were the methods used
Another paper presents an innovative approach to promoting AI in Education. Smart sensors and wearable devices use for self-regulated learning and use of learning analytics and machine learning algorithms[28].

The paper proposed a learner's emotion recognition model. This worked in the online learning scenario and built an intelligent education system called Smart-E. Deep neural network and support vector machine have been used[29].

This paper designed a student achievement predicting framework. It included data processing and student achievement predicting. A layer-supervised multi-layer perceptron (MLP)-based method was proposed[30].

Another work used the techniques of NLP[31], Built recommender system[32], Robot Based On Bot Framework[33], proposed skill-based e-learning, the fuzzy knowledge model[34].

3.5 Other methods

Social media and tracking the usage of learning apps can help educators improve teaching and learning and make the process more interactive. Chen et al[35] used Facebook to explore differences in student learning outcomes and satisfaction depending on various learning styles. This is an emerging field with many ways available which can be tapped to optimize learning.

Other methods include a variety of techniques like tracking game logs of students and using it to predict their performance. Preparing questionnaires for students, tracking them by regular feedback, and using other techniques like tracking physical fitness to study the relation between physical health and student performance [36]. Another can be finding the links between stress, mental health [37] and education and so on.

The logs of LMSs particularly Moodle are widely used to track the activities and perform classification, clustering, and prediction on the data generated. BlackBoard is another LMS used. Some techniques use mobile phones to try and optimize the learning experience. Game Activity Logs are also used to predict student performance and make predictions. Regression, multi-layer perceptron(MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM) [discriminative], Naive Bayes (NB), K-means clustering, Bayesian Network, neural network classification model are some of the techniques employed. The techniques are broadly classified into the ones using softwares like LMS to track activities, tracking activities online which also includes social media, use of mobiles and apps for such activities, and other methods like game logs, questionnaires etc.

Smart Hybrid Learning Method produced a model of Smart Hybrid Learning Method. It is the evolution of the flipped classroom method which has been combined with several other learning method approaches, such as Challenge Based Learning and Case Based Learning. It allows learning inside as well as outside the classroom. [38.]

Another paper did a study on blockchain driven smart education. Its related system frameworks and key technologies were analyzed[39.] use of IoT in education. objects with sensors, wearable technologies etc collect data with and intra-communication is taking place through cloud computing. [40] Did a study on the smart education environment. [41] A thorough study of smart learning environments[42.] An important part of smart campus is
43 papers were studied for this review. The results categorize them on the basis of techniques applied. 5 groups have been created according to the methodologies mainly LMS based, game based, m-learning, utilizing machine learning and others category. LMS based includes the techniques to improve education and learning by the use of Learning management systems or LMS and enhancing the e-learning techniques. Game based include various educational games to optimize learning and teaching. Mobile based or m-learning includes the mobile based techniques utilising apps, SMS, and activities or logs of mobiles. Machine learning includes the various techniques of ML applied to improve learning and has the maximum amount of work done. Others includes the various other techniques like social media etc to improve education. The figure below gives a pictorial representation of these techniques.

Fig 2. The techniques applied categorized

The duration of 5 years i.e. from 2014 to 2018. The number of papers selected from each year have been presented below. In 2018 highest number of papers were published in this field, followed by in the year 2016.
The results show that the maximum work has been done in the field of machine learning. Mobile based or m-learning is an upcoming and very promising field in which work can be done. It includes both game based and other m-learning methods. This is because mobiles have become ubiquitous and are widely used by all so it’s a very promising field with a lot of potential.

5. Conclusion

This paper has provided insight into the current trends of this field. This review which is based on some longer reviews, has summarized the literature in this field. The analysis has shown that most of the work has been done in this field using ML techniques. The field of mobile learning is an emerging field in which more work can be done. This is the research gap identified. Mobiles are the most used technological devices; hence they are a mine of huge datasets. They can provide lots of data in the form of sensor, GPS, activity data of app usage and so on. All this can be helpful in optimizing and improving the education system. Improved education will lead to better ranking of institutes, development of smarter teaching and learning methods, a smarter and intelligent campus and thus smarter cities.
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